ANOTHER 1-DIMENSIONAL HOMOGENEOUS CONTINUUM WHICH CONTAINS AN ARC JAMES H. CASE
In [3] R. H. Bing characterized the homogeneous continua than can be imbedded in the plane and contain arcs by showing that any such continuum is a simple closed curve. The principal result of the present paper pertains to the related problem of characterizing the 1-dimensional homogeneous continua which contain arcs but which are not necessarily imbeddable in the plane. In the paper mentioned above, R. H. Bing also asked if the continua in this larger class might be precisely the simple closed curves, the universal curves, and the solenoids. According to the title there is presented here a construction of another continuum having these properties. The author was motivated in making this construction by conversations with C. E. Burgess and by an abstract [8] of Jack Segal's. [In this paper a topological space will be called a continuum provided that it is connected, bicompact, and metrizable. Also, a topological space will be called homogeneous provided that for any two points x and y in the space there exists a homeomorphism h of the space onto itself such that h(x) -y. Moreover, according to R. D. Anderson's characterization in [2] , a universal curve will denote a 1-dimensional locally connected continuum with no local cut points which has no open subset which can be imbedded in the plane.]
A simple pattern through the somewhat complicated construction which follows may be seen by considering the inverse system where for each nonnegative integer i, X t is a continuum, X i+l is a covering space [5] of X t relative to the projection <f> i9 the inverse image in X l+1 under 4> t of any point in X % consists of exactly r t points, and r, t is an integer greater than 1. More briefly, the continuum X i+1 is an refold covering space of the continuum X % relative to the projection <&. Let X denote the limit [4; Chapter VIII] of the inverse system (*). It is known [4; Chapter VIII] that X is also a continuum. In the construction to follow each X t will be a universal curve and the limit space X will be the desired continuum. However, the author was unable to establish the desired properties (in particular the homogenity) of the continuum X by means of the information already given about the system (*). In order to proceed the author constructs particular universal curves 456 JAMES H. CASE Xi and mappings <^ in terms of the first universal curve X o -this is the reason for the complexity of the construction.
The only case treated here is that in which r i -2, that is, the case in which X i+1 is a 2-fold covering space of X t relative to the projection 4>i for all i. It will be evident to the reader how the construction could be modified for arbitrary r 4 .
1. Preliminary definitions and conventions. Let S denote Euclidean 3-space, L the 2-axis, C the circle in the xy -plane having radius 1 and center the origin, e the point (1, 0, 0) , Ma universal curve which is a subspace of S -L and contains C, I the closed unit interval [0, 1] of real numbers, and o) the set of all nonnegative integers.
A continuous function a from / into n space Y is called a path in Y. If a is a path in Y then a(0) is called the initial point of a, a(l) is called the terminal point of a, and a is said to be a path from a(0)
If a is a path from a to 6 in Y and ft is a path from 6 to c in Y then the function a/3 defined by (aft)(t) = a(2«) for 0 ^ * ^ 1/2 and = £(2t -1) for 1/2 ^ t ^ 1 is clearly a path from a to c in Y. If a is a path from a to 6 in Y then the function a' 1 defined by a~\t) = (7(1 -£) for all t in I is clearly a path from 6 to a in Y. For any continuous function a from a closed interval of real numbers to S -L let the winding number, W(a), of a with respect to L be defined by the formula
The fact that W is a well defined real valued function is verified at length by Newman [7] -as are the following facts: If a and ft are two paths from a to b in S -L such that one can be deformed into the other in S -L keeping the end points fixed then
If a is a path from a to 6 in S -L and £ is a path from Ho c in S-L then W(aft) = TF(a) + W(ft) and TF^" 1 ) = -W(a). If a is a path from a to 6 in S -L, ft is a path from 6 to c in S -L, and 7 is a path from c to d in S -1/ then W((a0)y) = TF(a(/37)) and therefore the real number JF(a:/37) is well defined. Finally for any loop G in S -L and any integer n, W(G n ) is well-defined and W(G n ) = nlf((j) provided that a 10 is interpreted as the path having constant value (7(0), G n = (a"-1 )^ for w > 0, and a n = {a^a-1 for n < 0.
2» Construction of the inverse system• The construction of the •spaces X t will be carried out in the same way as the classical construction [6] of the universal covering space except for the fact that a different •equivalence relation will be defined on the space of paths. Let the space of paths Q be the set of all paths in M having initial point e. Define the element z of Q by the formula
Where n e co and a e Q let c(a, n) be the set of all 7 in Q such that a(l) = 7 (1) and
Where n e co let X n be the family of all sets c(a, n) such that a e Q. Then X n is a decomposition of Q into non-empty, mutually disjoint equivalence classes. Also, for any nonnegative integer n define the function <f> n from X n+1 to X n and p n from X n to M by the formulas <t> n c{o, n + 1) == c(a, n) and p n c(o, n) = (7(1) for all a in ^?. Note that ^0 is a one-to-one mapping of X o onto M.
The definitions of the topologies for the spaces X t require further construction. Let U be the family of all non-empty, connected, open subsets U of M such that for any loop p in U, W(p) = 0. Note that U is a basis for the topology of M and if a and /3 are paths in the same member of U with the same initial and terminal points then W(a) = TT(/9). Let Q be the set of all ordered triples (U,a,n) such that a e Q, a(l) e U e U, and n e co. Where (U,a,ri)eQ let iV(f7, a, n) lye the set of all points in X n of the form c(a8, n) such that S is a path in U and <j(l) = 8(0). Also, ]f q = (U,<r,n) e Q then it is assumed that N(U, o, n) may be denoted by N(g) or N g . Finally, if n e a) let 23^ be the family of all N(q) n X n for q e Q. It will bs seen later that the topology assigned to X n will have S3 W as a base.
LEMMA 2. 1. If (U, a, ri) e Q, p is a path in u, and a(l) == ^(0) then N{U, a, n) = N(U, ap y n).
Proof. After assuming the hypothesis listed above take any path
Similarly, take any path 8 in U such that (op)(l) = 8(0). Then c((op)S, n) is a typical element of N(U, op,ri). It follows that
, n) = c((7(/>8), w) e Therefore iST(C/, a, n) = N(U, op, n) .
LEMMA 2.2. If n e a) and x e A, B e $8 n then there exists an element
C of S3 W such that x e C czAf] B.
Proof. Suppose that new and x e A, B e 33 W , say
Take a path 7 in U and a path 8 in Fsuch that a(l) = 7(0), 0(1) = 8(0) and c(o, n) = c(aj, n) = c(/3S, w). Then (7(1) = 7(1) = 8(1) e U n F. Take an element T^ of U such that (7(1) This lemma allows us to define a topology on X n such that S3 W is a base of open sets. Proof. Let a be that element of Q which maps I onto e e C. Let a -c(a, %) e X n . It will suffice to show that any other point in X n can be connected to a by a path in X n . Suppose that o e Q. Then c(a, n) is a typical point in X n . For any s e I define p s e Q by p s (t) = o(st) for all t e I. Now define a function h from Z to X w by the formula h(s) = c(^s, w) for all s e 7. Clearly h(0) = a and A(l) = c(a, n). It remains to show that h is continuous. Take any U and o such that (C7, o f n) e Q. Then iV(Z7, (7, w) is a typical basic open set in X n . Take any s e I such that ft(s) e N (U, o, n) . Then ]O S (1) = o(s) e C/and for some path 8 in U from (7(1) to (7( for all t e I. Then 7 is a path in U from p s (l) to p r (l) in U. Take 8 as above then 87 is a path in U from (7(1) Proof. Suppose that (U, a,n) e Q. Take any two paths 7 and 8 in U such that 7(0) -8(0) = a(l). Then c(ay 9 n + 1) is a typical element of N(U, a, n + 1) and c(a8, n) is a typical element of N (U, o, n) . Since a and n are fixed and 7 and S are paths in £7 e U then c(o"7, w + 1) and c(aS, n) depend only upon the choice of terminal point of 7 and 8 respectively. Moreover, <f> n c{oy, n + 1) = c(aS 9 n) if and only if 7(1) = 8(1). Therefore ^n maps N(U, a,n + 1) onto N(U, a, n) in a one-to-one fashion. Also p n (a8, n) = u e U if and only if 8(1) = u. Therefore p n maps N(U, a,n) onto U in a one-to-one fashion. •., 2 n -1. , a, n) ]. In order to establish the opposite inclusion take any x e ttlNiU, a, ri)), say x = c{p, n + 1) where p e Q and ^(1) e U. Since in addition i, j e {0,1} then i = j and the two given open sets containing x have to be identical.
Proof of (A). It follows from Lemma 2.4 that
<t> n [N(U, r ri a, n + l)] = N(U, z H o, n) = N(U, a, n) for i = 0,1. Therefore the union of these two open sets is contained in (cf> n )~1[N(USince <j> n (x) = c(p, n) e N( U, o, n) there is a path 8 in U from a(l) to p(l) such that c(p, n) = C(G8, n
Proof of (B). Clearly (B) is true for
follows from (A) by induction on n.
LEMMA 2.6. For each n e a), X n is a 2 n -fold covering space of M relative to the projection p n with coordinate neighborhoods U and X n+1 is a 2-fold covering space of X n relative to <f> n with coordinate neighborhoods SS W .
Proof. Take any new.
Since U is a base for the topology of M, in order to show that (Pn)'^ U] is open in X n for any U e tt, take any U e 11. According to Lemma 2.5, (Prd'^U] is the union of a finite number •of elements of S3 n . Since, in addition, 33 W is a base for the topology of X n , (Prd^iU] is open in X n . Therefore p n is continuous. Applying Lemma 2.4 again, it follows that p n maps any B e^8 n topologically onto p n [B] e U. Therefore, in view of Lemma 2.5, for any UeU there exists @cS3 w such that Gr is a disjoint family and for any E e @, p n maps E topologically onto U. Since in addition M is locally arc-wise connected and X n is connected then X n is a covering space of M relative to the projection p n with coordinate neighborhoods U. It follows from Lemma 2.5 that p n is 2"-fold.
The proof that X n+1 is a 2-fold covering space of X n relative to the projection <fi n with coordinate neighborhoods S3 M is strictly analogous to the above proof.
LEMMA 2.7. For each new, X n is a universal curve.
Proof. Take any new.
The preceding Lemma gives that X n is a covering space of the universal curve M. Therefore X n is locally homeomorphic to M, since M is locally connected so is X n , and since M is metrizable so is X n . From the additional fact that p n is 2 w -fold it follows that X n is compact. Therefore X n is a curve (compact, connected, locally connected, and metrizable) which is locally homeomorphic to M. In [2;
§ 5] R. D. Anderson characterized the universal curve up to topological •equivalence by local properties. Therefore X n is a universal curve.
3* Construction of the limit space X. Let X be the limit of the inverse system {X t , $$}*€»• Since each <£. £ is onto and each X % is nondegenerate then X is a non-degenerate continuum [4; Chapter VIII] . It also follows from [4; Chapter VIII] that the dimension of X cannot exceed 1. Therefore, since X is a non-degenerate continuum of dimension less than or equal to 1, it is a 1-dimensional continuum.
Recalling the definition of inverse limit [4; Chapter VIII], X is the set of all sequences x = {x t } ien such that x t e X t and 4>(x i+1 ) = x t for all i e a). For each i e w a projection mapping 7U t from X to X t is defined by TC^X) = x t for all x e X. From [4; Chapter VIII] it follows that each ft t is continuous and onto. Let £> be the collection of all (ft n )~l [B] for B e 33 W and new.
Then § is a base of open sets for the topology of X. For each q = (U,0,n) e Q let
H q -H(U, 0, n) = (7u n )-*[N(U, 0, n)]
then § = {H q \qe Q}.
The 1-dimensional continuum X has now been defined but in order to establish its properties some auxiliary machinery is needed. 4* Establishing the properties of X» As in some developments of set theory we will identify any new with the set of all nonnegative integers less than n. Then for any new consider 2" as a topological space having the discrete topology and 2 n points. For any new define f n \ 2 n+1 -> 2 n by the condition f n {z) = z mod 2 n for all z e 2 n+ \ Then f n maps 2 n+1 continuously onto 2 n and the inverse image of any point under 
It is desired that h map i7 x rc;^[{0}] onto H q in a one-to-one fashionT ake any u e U, d e ^ [{O}] . Then , a, n) and hence ANOTHER In order to show that fe is one-to-one take any u, r e U and d,fe
Then for all i e co: In order to establish the bicontinuity of h it will be sufficient to show that h[Vx n^ [{z] \ -H r and hr\H r ] = F x ^ [{«}] . Therefore it will be sufficient to show that for any 
Moreover, this chain may be taken so that the diameters. of its elements are small enough so that any three consecutive members are contained in some one element of E. Take a nonnegative integer k such that n = 2k + r where r -0 or r = 1. Let C/ o = U x and C7 W+1 = i7 w . Also let
for all i = 1, 2, • • •, fc. Now {V«}* =1 is a new chain of connected open sets which covers A. Since each element of this new chain is the union of three consecutive members of the origin chain then each such element is a connected open subset of a member of U and hence is also a member of U. Moreover the intersection of any two adjacent elements of the new chain is an element of the origin chain and hence is connected.
Then U is a connected open set which contains A and, moreover, by repeated application of the preceding lemma it follows that UeVL. LEMMA 
For any two points x and y in M there exists a homeomorphism h of M onto itself such that h(x) = y and W(ha) = W(a) for any loop a in M.
Proof. Suppose that x and y are any two points in M. Let C be an arc in M with ends x and y. Take an element Fof U, according to the preceding lemma, so that C aV. Take a connected open set IT such that Cc[/cPcF. Then U is also an element of tt.
According to the proof of Theorem XVII, page 15 of [2] there exists a homeomorphism h of M onto itself such that h(x) = y and h is the identity map on M -U. For any new take 7, e x w , take 8 n e y n9 and define a mapping h n from X w to itself by the formula h n c(a, n) = cQJlvY^ha, n) for all a e Q.
In order to show that h n is a well defined function take any </, (7* e c(<7, w), any 7^ e a? n , and any 8* e Y n . Then TT((j) = W{o*) mod 2 W , T7 (7 W and h n is well defined. Similarly, define the function q n from X n to itself by the formula
for all a e Q. It happens that q n and h n are inverse functions. Take any a 6 Q. Then q n h n c(a f n) = qnCiS^hy^ha, n) JS^ihy^ka), n) YjSMhyJ-^h-iko, n) -c{o, n) .
Take any p e Q then
KQrfiip, n) = Kcih-^iKy^S^p), n) yJSJp), n)
= c(P, n) .
Therefore q n is the inverse of h n and h n is a one-to-one mapping of JL /4 onto itself. If (U, o, n) is any element of Q then h n [N{U, a, n) 
] = N(h[U], S n (h7 n )~lha f n)
and if (U, p,n)e Q then
, p, n)] -N(h-\Ul h-\(hy n ).8?p), n) .
Therefore both k n and k~x are continuoas and hence h n is a homeomorphism of X n onto itself. In order to apply the theory of [4; Chapter VII] about constructing the mapping on the limit space X from the mappings h n it is necessary to establish the commutivity relation h n </> n = <fi n h n+1 . For any n e o) and ae Q K4>nc(o, n + 1) = h n c(a, n) = c^KQiy^ha, n) and i)" 1^, n + 1) 1^, n) = c{ § n (hy n )-l ho, n) .
Therefore fe w <£ w = </> w /t w+ i for all n e a>. Now define the mapping fc* from X to itself by the formula h*(z) n = &. (*") for all M e a> and ze X. From the commutivity relation established above, the fact that h n is a homeomorphism onto, and the results in [4; Chapter VIII] it follows that fc* is a homeomorphism of X onto itself. Moreover h*(x) n = h n {x n ) = fe n c(7 n , n) = ciS^hy^hynf n) = c(8 w , w) = y n for all new. Therefore fc*(o;) = y.
5» Additional remarks* If the following proposition were known to have been true this paper could have been materially shortened. PROPOSITION This is a special case of a theorem abstracted by Jack Segal [8] .. However, to the author's knowledge the validity of Proposition 5. 
